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Overview
Esports, and the increase in mobile device usage globally, will be the primary drivers for growth
in the digital games industry over the next 5 years. A rise in mobile device usage will make
gaming more accessible to all, while the mechanics of mobile games revenue models will make
it easier for mobile gamers to participate in esports. Mobile gaming revenue already surpasses
PC and console gaming revenue, and the development of mobile gaming markets in Greater
Southeast Asia and South America (and the continued growth of these markets in North
America, Europe, South Korea, Japan, and China) will further tip this balance. Mobile esports is
poised to become a cornerstone of the global digital games industry over the next 5 years.
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Exhibit: Global mobile games revenue by region, 2017-2019
Region

Mobile games

Mobile games

Mobile games

Mobile games

revenue 2019 H1

revenue 2018 H1

revenue 2018

revenue 2017

USD million

USD million

USD million

USD million

Global

33,453

28,650

60,786

51,134

Asia (excluding China)

11,321

10,134

20,901

18,643

North America

8,547

6,999

14,850

12,487

China

8,318

7,032

15,627

12,127

Europe

3,474

3,088

6,391

5,307

Oceania

515

489

1,012

916

Latin America

442

293

665

528

Middle East

341

268

566

490

South America

299

196

446

346

Central America

139

95

214

178

Africa

57

56

114

112

Source: Sensor Tower, Niko Partners 2019

In 2019, the most prominent and visible esports platform is the PC, thanks to streaming
platforms and live tournaments with lots of media coverage. But esports on the mobile platform
is booming. Mobile phones are ubiquitous, inexpensive, and usage is rising rapidly, and the
economies of mobile apps are more directly monetizable for esports than PC games.
Esports is a truly international sport, where borders do not matter, gamers around the world
connect as impassioned players, and competition is fun. We at Niko Partners have watched
esports boom with the emergence of MOBA and battle royale games, and now the mechanics of
those games are being developed into a widening scope of genres and platforms. Mobile esports
is pioneering new ways of attracting and engaging gaming esports audiences.
This report describes the development of a mobile esports ecosystem and plots its trajectory and
influence on global gaming markets.
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Executive Summary
This report explores the evolution of mobile esports, compared to PC esports, globally, with a
focus on Asian markets because Asia is leading the world in esports usage and operations. We
find that Asia is the barometer for an impending global boom in mobile esports expected to
take place over the next 5 years. The growth of mobile esports, driven by cultural,
technological, and infrastructural incubators, is positioned to dramatically reorient the esports
industry. Mobile esports will precipitate a shift from a limited number of high-profile spectatorfocused esports productions towards a much larger number of consumer participatory
tournaments carried out regionally, locally, and online-only. While PC esports also has
participatory tournaments online and in icafes, the economics and technology of mobile
esports will enable more pervasive expansion.
● This report predicts that mobile esports will become the fastest sector of growth in the
esports industry. A mobile esports boom is poised to propel mobile esports from a niche
industry to the mass market.
● As of 2018, global mobile esports game revenue is $15.32 billion, 25.2% of total mobile
game revenue. In the first half of 2019, the ratio increased to 26.2%.
● There are already more gamers on mobile than PC & console combined. Based on Niko’s
estimation, there are around 2.53 billion mobile gamers in the world in 2019, compared
to the estimated 1 billion PC gamers and 500 million console gamers.
●

In China alone, an estimated 74.5% of mobile internet users are mobile gamers, though
the global ratio is not as high. A rising smartphone penetration rate, with mobile games
as one of the most important uses of smartphones, has begun to shape the esports
industry.
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Exhibit: Global smartphone penetration rate forecast to be 61% by 2025

Source: Global System for Mobile Communications Association, 2019

● As mobile gaming overtakes PC and console markets, mobile esports tournaments will
leverage app integration and mobile ecosystems to cater to consumers as participants
in addition to being spectators. This is a sea-change moment in the history of esports.
Mobile esports tournaments will focus on mass market participation and engagement,
creating a larger audience for esports and generating new opportunities to monetize
around increased participation.
● Mobile games have lower barriers to entry and higher install rates in comparison to PC
and console games. This allows for better economics and higher dollar-to-player value in
producing tournaments.
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● Nearly all PC and console gamers also play on mobile, but the reverse is not true. Mobile
gaming includes a much larger swath of the gaming population. In China alone, mobile
players outnumber PC at a rate of nearly 2:1. Mobile also has a more evenly distributed
gender representation. As mobile esports grows, we expect to see a snowball effect, as
more new esports fans are drawn to play and watch streaming video of mobile games
and mobile tournaments.
● In 2018 mobile games accounted for over 51% ($15.6 billion) of domestic games market
revenue in China—which represents about 25.7% of global mobile games revenue—
growing significantly faster than PC and console games market revenue. This is due to
both the larger numbers of players engaged with mobile games as well as mobile
gaming’s more developed microtransaction economy.
● In 2018, mobile esports games generated $15.3 billion, with $5.6 billion from China
alone, and another $450 million from Greater Southeast Asia. PC esports titles earned
$16.1 billion in revenue globally, with about 40% of the earnings coming from China.
● Hence, we watch Asia as the barometer for what is to come in the world.
● The growing reach of mobile gaming has also attracting the attention of platforms which
seek to capitalize on an emerging mobile esports industry. As more players engage in
competitive gaming and as platforms facilitate more tournaments, higher participation
rates will follow. In other words, esports will transition from a small number of large
tournaments to a larger number of smaller tournaments accessible to the mass market.
● Today, the esports industry monetizes tournaments and the extended life of the games.
In the near future, esports—particularly mobile esports—will be able to monetize the
gamer in all of their gaming interactions. This will be accomplished by offering a mobile
esports platform supported by advertisement and sponsorship matching, much as a
mobile ad platform does today, that allows esports gamers to generate revenue for
publishers, brands, and other sponsors not just during the tournament, but for their
interaction with apps offered to them through the platform over time. This is how
mobile esports will expand to the mass market.
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What is Esports?
Esports refers to digital game competitions, organized as tournaments with a spectator
audience in mind. A widely encompassing definition describes esports as, “a form of sports
where the primary aspects of the sport are facilitated by electronic systems; the input of
players and teams as well as the output of the esports system are mediated by humancomputer interfaces.” (Source: Hamari, J. and Sjöblom, M. (2017), "What is eSports and why do
people watch it?", Internet Research, Vol. 27 No. 2, pp. 211-232.) This is a useful way of
differentiating esports from traditional sports. However, in practical and industrial terms
esports shares more specific structures that distinguishes it from other kinds of competitive or
skill-oriented game play. For example, esports is different than speed-running (trying to
complete a game as quickly as possible) or high-score rankings.
Among a growing variety game competitions, the classification of esports has come to refer
more specifically to organized tournaments, generally played by professional competitors for a
spectator audience. It is useful to mark out these differences as spectator gaming includes
practices that look similar but operate within different commercial frameworks and cater to
different kinds of audiences. Esports seeks to spawn dedicated followings of digital game
competitions where fans keep up with tournament results and regularly watch competitions as
well as their favorite pro gamers and teams stream their gameplay online. Serialized
competitions and dedicated fandoms have allowed tournaments to grow, to attract more highprofile sponsors, and to provide the stability and revenue necessary to support teams and
sports franchises.
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Esports and Game Revenue
All segments of the esports market are growing. The simplest measure of this growth is prize
pools available through esports competitions. Esports prize pools represent sponsor (or fangenerated) investment and reflect the value of esports players (and audience) to tournament
organizers. In 2018, $161.3 million was distributed in pro esports prize money, up from $115.5
million in 2017. In just the first half of 2019, $74.0 million was distributed, with most major
tournaments yet to be played this year. Amateur tournaments have prize pools roughly 10% of
that pro tournament value. However, as esports participation grows, the value of prizes
available to amateur players is also expected to grow.
2018 was the first year that mobile esports titles were among the top 10 games for prize pools.
This is a strong early indication that mobile is poised to disrupt the esports marketplace. The
total prize pool for mobile esports pro and amateur tournaments was $25.3 million in 2018, and
we forecast it will rise to $30 million in 2019. The top 5 esports titles by prize money in 2018
were Dota2, CS:GO, Fortnite, League of Legends, and PUBG. Honor of Kings/Arena of Valor was
the highest ranked mobile title, 8th overall and accounting for $5.1 million in prizes, up from
2017 where HOK/AOV ranked 29th with $500,000 in prizes. Hearthstone, available for mobile
and PC, ranked 9th with $4.7 million, up from $3.5 million. Prize pools for mobile game
tournaments is increasing, and in 2019, Tencent’s support for Peacekeeper Elite and its ongoing
support for HOK/AOV will continue to increase mobile esports tournament prize money
(Esportsearning.com).
Mobile games revenue now exceeds that of PC titles, and represents significantly larger playerbases. In 2018, games played in mobile esports generated $15.3 billion in revenue, with $5.6
billion from China alone, and another $450 million from Greater Southeast Asia (Sensor Tower).
Mobile esports titles accounted for 25.2% of the total global mobile games market (Superdata),
but as mobile esports games genres expand from casual to core and hardcore, revenue will
climb too. By comparison, in 2018, games played in PC esports accounted for $14.3 billion in
revenue, with China accounting for $6.5 billion, and GSEA at $1.2 billion. In the PC landscape
esports titles accounted for 43% of total PC game revenue so as mobile esports grow, we
predict mobile esports titles we be a significant driver of mobile gaming revenue going forward.
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Exhibit: Mobile esports revenue share of mobile games revenue, 2018
Mobile esports

Esports ratio of total

Mobile esports

revenue 2018

mobile game 2018

revenue 2017

Million

Percentage

Million

Global

15,320

25.2%

13,022

China

5,600

35.8%

4,000

Asia (Exclude China)

4,523

21.6%

4,090

Africa

24

21.1%

32

Central America

62

29.0%

53

Europe

1,587

24.8%

1,502

Latin America

208

31.3%

166

Middle East

197

34.8%

178

North America

2,808

18.9%

2,718

Oceania

166

16.4%

171

South America

145

32.5%

112

Region

Source: Sensor Tower, Niko Partners 2019
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Business Models of PC and Mobile Esports
For a bit of history, contemporary esports began in the early 2000s in South Korea with live
arena-based competitions broadcast simultaneously over cable television. As esports have
grown into a global industry, live streaming platforms and purpose-built esports arenas have
become integral parts of these productions. Professional esports tournaments are designed to
feature the highest levels of competitive gameplay and to attract mass audiences of players and
fans. A mass spectator approach remains the dominant model for professional esports
tournaments on console, mobile, and PC. However, as this market has developed, amateur and
participatory tournaments have begun to identify and cater to market segments untapped by
professional esports. Where large-scale esports productions focus on fans as spectators,
participatory and amateur esports are creating more holistic models which address fans as
aspirational players, watchers, and community members.

Pro PC and Mobile Esports Tournaments
Professional esports competitions for PC and mobile feature large-scale mass-audience game
play. Professional tournaments lead the industry in viewership, prize pools, and commercial
investment. The growth of these tournaments, especially over the last decade, has turned
esports from a relatively niche industry into a global phenomenon to rival traditional sport and
cable broadcasts. The development of the global esports industry will continue to follow the
growth of this segment, especially as esports moves further into markets historically dominated
by professional sports and as esports audiences continue to globalize.
Currently, this industry is lead by a relatively small number of game publishers and tournament
operators. Riot Games, Blizzard Entertainment, Valve, and Tencent license and operate most
major tournaments and have been behind the growth of this industrial segment. Tournament
operators like IEM, ESL, WCG, Dreamhack are third party companies that also contribute to the
continued expansion of esports reach.
Professional tournaments are expensive to produce, creating a high barrier of entry for new
tournament organizers. The cost of major esports productions often eclipses the revenue they
generate directly, meaning that game publishers often fund or operate these tournaments as a
form of marketing. Today, most esports tournaments are funded by game publisher as a
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marketing expense. Advertising sponsorships, media rights, and team licensing revenue is
growing to offset the cost of tournament operations.
Large-scale professional esports are driven by a mass-marketing model where wide viewership
corresponds to three main revenue streams: media rights, sponsorships, licensing, and in-game
sales.
1. Larger audiences attract sponsors for esports tournaments, these are particularly valuable
for tournaments operated independently of game publishers. Sponsor investment is growing
across the board for esports tournaments, as non-endemic sponsors recognize the value of
esports young, middle-class audience.
2. As esports audiences are able to attract wider advertising investment, licensing has
become a major source of revenue for publishers and organizers. Licensing takes two
primary forms: team franchises and media rights. Team franchises are permanent positions
in an esports League, they allow team owners to benefit directly from advertising,
merchandising, and the visibility of esports teams and pro players. These franchise sports
can sell for as much as $10 million to $60 million, depending on the esports league.
Broadcast licenses allow platforms—like Twitch, YouTube, or Huya—or networks—like
Turner and Disney—to broadcast esports content. These partnerships are lucrative to
platforms, who share a stake in the advertising revenue esports tournaments generate.
Esports also help to build audiences for these platforms and for live streamers, as esports
content remains the largest draw for concurrent viewers on live-streaming platforms.
3. Finally, esports drives continued usage of the games that fans love to watch pros and
amateurs play, extending the life of the game, the value of the in-game transactions by those
gamers, and the overall revenue per title.

Amateur PC and mobile tournaments: the grassroots
Professional esports tournaments have large audiences but much lower participation rates.
Their business model is built around revenue generated by leveraging this audience to sell
sponsorships, licenses, and to drive in-game purchasing. Amateur tournaments reverse this,
focusing on the value of participation.
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Historically, amateur esports tournaments have had more grassroots organizational structures,
and have been marginally monetizable. These kinds of tournaments may be organized by live
streamers, local organizers, or semi-professional organizations like universities or high schools.
These tournaments are less expensive to run, attract much smaller audiences, and find value
through a mix of spectatorship and participation. These tournaments also follow less organized
schedules, and are often organized at random.
For example, video game live streamers will organize tournaments for their audiences. These
tournaments may have a buy-in, where participants pay into a prize pool; they may also serve
as raffles for community members who have paid for VIP status. These tournaments engage a
streamer’s audience, and any revenue they generate directly support the live streamer.
Similarly, icafes or local businesses will organize local amateur tournaments as a strategy to
drive business and or improve visibility and goodwill. Universities and high schools are also
investing in esports. Unlike other grassroots tournaments, these models do not directly
monetize participation. Universities are investing in esports to improve enrollment, attract
STEM majors, and to engage students and alumni.
These kinds of grassroots amateur tournaments tournaments are designed to recuperate costs
for organizers, but are neither mass-marketable nor scalable. A human must create a
tournament, recruit participants, run the tournament, and then handle the prize distribution.
Some platforms are beginning to make this easier, through online tournament hosting.
Battlefy, Challenge, Smash.gg, and a number of Chinese platforms, are streamlining tournament
management tools and providing some inroads to sponsorship, but the organization and
execution of these tournaments still depend on human factors.

Amateur PC and Mobile Tournaments: Pay-to-Play
As esports grow in popularity, platforms are beginning to integrate and monetize amateur
competitions. These platforms directly monetize players’ interest in esports competition.
Meaning that players themselves pay to participate and fund these competitions. These
platforms allow players to buy in to tournaments, where an entry fee becomes part of the
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communal prize pool. Players then compete and win money based on how they have
performed in competition.
Mobile platforms like Skillz allow players to compete directly in low-stakes monetized
competitions. Participants each pay an entry fee and compete directly. These fees are nominal,
both players pay $1, and the winner gets $1.80, and Skillz gets $0.20. Crucially, the games
available to players on Skillz are casual games, rather than core or mid-core competitive titles.
Additionally, competition only involves two participants competing head-to-head rather than in
a tournament, meaning that this is not a true esports competition.
Buckz and XYG are platforms for pay-to-play esports competitions. XYG uses a fantasy-sportsstyle bracket which allows players to compete statistically rather than directly. XYG measures
player performance in popular esports games, and uses this data to create tournament
rankings. Because play takes place indirectly, this model forgoes esports spectatorship. Buckz
deploys a similar pay-to-play structure but competition takes place directly. Profit models for
these kinds of platforms are built either on direct sponsorship or play-to-play mechanics.
Sponsors funding tournament on these platforms can advertise directly to participants and
participants are able to play in tournaments with significant prize pools. As esports mature,
these kinds of participatory tournaments tap into players’ desires to raise the stakes of their
play. However, they are dependent on players paying to compete.

Amateur Mobile Tournaments: AI and Platform Driven
A third and promising model for esports tournaments uses scale and visibility to turn amateur
esports tournaments into value generating competitions. Rather than charge players to
participate, platforms are beginning to monetize around the influence of participants and the
audience they attract. Game.tv uses a large audience of participants and spectators to attract
sponsor funding, based on the influence of these participants. Game.tv works as an esports ad
platform where game publishers, sponsors, and brands pay for ads based on how users interact
with their site. The platform integrates itself into existing influence economies, like live
streaming communities and esports fandoms, and uses data about participants to make more
valuable connections between game publishers, brands, sponsors, and players. This makes
amateur mobile esports competitions more accessible and lucrative for players, and
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sponsorship more effective for investors. This is where we see the acceleration to occur for
mobile esports to the mass market.
This model builds on the established value of esports audiences and uses tournaments and
participation as a way to connect advertisers and game publishers to an audience of players
and spectators. Rather than charge players to participate, Game.tv acts as a mediator between
gamers, game publishers, and sponsors. Tournaments are AI operated and free to join, meaning
that the platform can accommodate a mass-audience of participants. Players participating in
these tournaments are then assigned a value based on how they engage with the platform and
with sponsors’ content. For example, a player who attracts more viewers, or who engages with
advertisements, or who plays more games will have a higher value than a player who is less
engaged. This allows the platform market participants to advertisers based on how active
players in a tournament are. This also allows the platform to determine prize pools based on
the value of the players participating. Brackets with very active players, with influential players,
and with more viewers are assigned more value and a larger prize pool, than brackets with less
influential players or less viewers.
A participatory model based on participant behavior and influence is also a boon for game
publishers who can grow player bases for their game by targeting users who play similar kinds
of games. The platform is able to encourage higher install rates of mobile esports titles, and will
become an integral part of the marketing of mobile esports going forward. So where other
models of esports participation operate on the periphery by monetizing tournaments directly,
this model inserts itself more directly into the esports ecosystem by monetizing player
participation and engagement. As esports become more mainstream, we expect other
platforms to adopt similar structures.
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Exhibit: Comparison of PC and Mobile Esports

Viewership

PC Esports
Niche:
Core and Pro Gamers
FPS, MOBA, Strategy, Fighting, Battle
Royale
Male Dominated

Market Forces

90s-10s PC Games

Mobile Esports
Mainstream:
Pro/Core and Casual Gamers
FPS, MOBA, Strategy, Battle Royale, Puzzle,
Racing, Casual Competitive
Gender Balanced
Wider Age Range
Smartphone Ubiquity + 4G and 5G

Legacy Titles: SC 2, LoL, DOTA 2, CS:GO

Many Global Publishers (Legacy and New)

3 Major Developers: Riot, BlizzardActivision, Valve

Open/Local Play

Monetization

Global Sponsorship, Licencing, Events,
Game Client Store

Arena

Specialized Arenas, Event Centers

Events

Few Large Events – Centralized, Limited

Global and Local Sponsorship, Mobile
Game Client Store, Ad Platform/
Participation Revenue
Specialized & Non-Specialized Arenas,
Schools, icafés, Convert Stores: Starbucks,
Apple Stores, Carrier Stores, Toyota
Dealerships
Many Small Events - Decentralized,
Unlimited

Participation
Game Genres

Source: Niko Partners 2019
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Market Stabilization Sets the Stage for Mobile
Mobile esports that are accessible for participation by the mass market at an amateur level is
poised to become the next wave of global esports development. The first wave of this is setting
up the platforms to participate. This is possible because of the popularity of esports in general,
which was fostered by professional PC and then mobile esports.

PC Esports Continues to Grow, Boosting Mass Market Interest to Participate
The top 10 PC esports titles in 2018 generated approximately $8.94 billion in total revenue,
compared to $8.2 billion from those same titles in the prior year. This is revenue generated by
the gamers who play these games just for fun at home, because they are thrilled by the
excitement of the games played in competition. The 9% annual growth is impressive, as is the
nearly $9 billion in revenue, but PC games revenue growth is not growing as rapidly as before.
While mainstay titles such as MOBAs and FPS games remained at the top, 2018 saw continued
growth for new esports genres such as battle royale. Battle royale games captivated players in
2018: Fortnite, PUBG, and Apex Legends all demonstrated strong growth, upsetting the
dominance of MOBA titles on livestreaming platforms.
Esports continues to expand to new genres in the PC and mobile space as evidenced by the
launch of Dota2 Auto Chess earlier this year. Auto Chess has now become its own sub-genre,
spawning PC and mobile apps and an Auto Chess invitational tournament which will have a
prize pool of $1 million.
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Exhibit: Top PC Esports Games
Gross Worldwide Revenue
League of Legends
Dungeon & Fighter OL
Crossfire
Fortnite: Battle Royale
PUBG
World of Tanks
Dota 2
World of Warcraft
CS:GO
Overwatch
FIFA Online 3 / 4
Hearthstone

2017
$2,100,000,000
$1,900,000,000
$1,300,000,000
$200,000,000
$600,000,000
$450,000,000
$400,000,000
$600,000,000
$300,000,000
$350,000,000
$150,000,000
$150,000,000

2018
$1,900,000,000
$1,700,000,000
$1,200,000,000
$1,250,000,000
$790,000,000
$550,000,000
$500,000,000
$450,000,000
$350,000,000
$250,000,000
$200,000,000
$125,000,000

Country of Origin
USA
South Korea
South Korea
USA
South Korea
Belarus / Cyprus
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA

Source: Niko Partners 2019

Mobile Esports are Closing the Gap
The top 10 mobile esports titles in 2018 generated approximately $8.5 billion in total revenue,
compared to $7.7 billion from those same titles in the prior year (up 10%). The growth is only
slightly higher than that of PC esports, but it will continue. Total revenue from Honor of Kings /
Arena of Valor has eclipsed that of League of Legends, making it the largest esports game in the
world by revenue. It is also worth noting that 7 of the Top 10 mobile esports titles were
developed by Asian developers,1 while this is only true of 3 of the top 10 PC esports titles. This
shift suggests that mobile esports is part of a shifting balance in the global esports industry
which favors the growing Asian games market.
Top mobile esports genres are similar to those in PC esports, with a high representation of
MOBA, FPS, and strategy games. However, mobile also contains a wider variety of genres that
include casual games, racing games, and SRPGS. There are also a number of titles that were
developed for PC initially but were ported or adapted for mobile devices to reach a much larger

1

We classify Riot’s League of Legends as a US-developed game, and SuperCell’s Clash Royale and Clash of Clans as
Finnish-developed games, but it should be noted that Tencent owns controlling stakes of both Riot Games and
Supercell.
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audience on the platform. The wider range of genres are more welcoming to a broader
audience of mobile gamers.

Exhibit: Top Mobile Esports Games
Gross Worldwide Rev.

2017

2018

Country of Origin

Arena of Valor / Honor of Kings
Monster Strike
QQ Speed
Lords Mobile: Battle of the Empires
Clash Royale
Clash of Clans
Knives Out
Puzzle & Dragons
Fortnite*
Onmyoji
Summoners War
Honkai Impact 3
Hearthstone
Clash of Kings
CrossFire Mobile
FIFA Soccer
PUBG MOBILE
Mobile Legends: Bang Bang
Garena Free Fire

$2,400,000,000
$1,641,000,000
$19,000,000
$567,000,000
$1,000,000,000
$785,714,286
$18,500,000
$562,000,000
$0
$712,000,000
$384,000,000
$265,000,000
$213,000,000
$442,000,000
$205,000,000
$66,700,000
$0
$116,500,000
$0

$2,510,000,000
$1,387,419,755
$780,000,000
$624,000,000
$620,000,000
$607,142,857
$587,000,000
$521,000,000
$455,000,000
$417,000,000
$390,000,000
$366,000,000
$260,000,000
$258,000,000
$253,000,000
$242,000,000
$175,000,000
$158,000,000
$119,000,000

China
Japan
China
China
Finland
Finland
China
Japan
USA
China
South Korea
China
USA
China
South Korea
USA
South Korea
China
Singapore

Source: Niko Partners 2019

*iOS Revenue only
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Exhibit: Mobile esports games rank among the top mobile games 2018, China
China

Game

Publisher

1

Honor of Kings

Tencent

2

Fantasy Westward Journey

NetEase

3

QQ Speed

Tencent

4

Chu Liuxiang

NetEase

5

Westward Journey Online

NetEase

6

King of Chaos

Tencent

7

Onmyoji

NetEase

8

New Ghost

NetEase

9

MU

Tencent

10

QQ Dancing

Tencent

Source: Sensor Tower, Niko Partners 2019 *iOS & Google Play Revenue

Exhibit: Mobile esports games rank among the top mobile games 2018, Japan
Japan

Game

Publisher

1

Monster Strike

mixi

2

Fate/Grand Order

Sony Corporation

3

Puzzle & Dragon

GungHo Online Entertainment

4

Knives out

NetEase

5

Dragon Ball Z Sparking

BANDAI NAMCO Entertainment

6

LINE: Disney Tsum Tsum

NAVER Corp.

7

Granblue Fantasy

Cygames, Inc.

8

Pokémon GO

Niantic

9

The IDOLM@STER Cinderella Girls: Starlight Stage

BANDAI NAMCO Entertainment

10

Pro Evolution Soccer

Konami

Source: Sensor Tower, Niko Partners 2019 *iOS & Google Play Revenue
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Exhibit: Mobile esports games rank among the top mobile games 2018, US
US

Game

Publisher

1

Candy Crush Saga

King

2

Pokémon GO

Niantic

3

Fortnite

Epic Games

4

Clash of Clans

Supercell

5

Candy Crush Soda Saga

King

6

Slotomania™ Slots Casino: Vegas Slot Machine

Playtika

7

Roblox

Roblox Corporation

8

Toon Blast

Peak Games

9

Final Fantasy XV: A New Empire

Machine Zone

10

Homescapes

Playrix

Source: Sensor Tower, Niko Partners 2019 *iOS & Google Play Revenue

Exhibit: Mobile esports games rank among the top mobile games 2018, UK
Great Britain

Game

Publisher

1

Candy Crush Saga

King

2

Roblox

Roblox Corporation

3

Pokémon GO

Niantic

4

Candy Crush Soda Saga

King

5

Gardenscapes

Playrix

6

Clash of Clans

Supercell

7

Homescapes

Playrix

8

Fortnite

Epic Games

9

Toon Blast

Peak Games

10

Golf Clash

Warner Bros.

Source: Sensor Tower, Niko Partners 2019 *iOS & Google Play Revenue
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Exhibit: Mobile esports games rank among the top mobile games 2018,
Germany
Germany

Game

Publisher

1

Gardenscapes

Playrix

2

Pokémon GO

Niantic

3

Clash Royale

Supercell

4

Clash of Clans

Supercell

5

Candy Crush Saga

King

6

Summoners War

GAMEVIL

7

Homescapes

Playrix

8

Empires & Puzzles: RPG Quest

Zynga

9

Guns of Glory

FunPlus

10

Candy Crush Soda Saga

King

Source: Sensor Tower, Niko Partners 2019 *iOS & Google Play Revenue

Exhibit: Mobile esports games rank among the top mobile games 2018, Russia
Russia

Game

Publisher

1

Vikings: War of Clans

Plarium Global

2

Empires & Puzzles: RPG Quest

Zynga

3

Clash of Kings : Wonder Falls

ELEX

4

Lords Mobile: Battle of the Empires

IGG

5

Gardenscapes

Playrix

6

Castle Clash: Brave Squads

IGG

7

World of Tanks Blitz MMO

Wargaming

8

Homescapes

Playrix

9

King of Avalon: Dragon War

FunPlus

10

Game of Sultans

Mechanist Games

Source: Sensor Tower, Niko Partners 2019 *iOS & Google Play Revenue
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Exhibit: Mobile esports games rank among the top mobile games 2018, Australia
Australia

Game

Publisher

1

Heart of Vegas – Slots Casino

Product Madness

2

Slotomania™ Slots Casino: Vegas Slot Machine

Playtika

3

Cashman Casino Vegas Slot

Product Madness

4

Candy Crush Saga

King

5

Slots Casino - House of Fun™

Playtika

6

Fortnite

Epic Games

7

Clash of Clans

Supercell

8

Pokémon GO

Niantic

9

Gardenscapes

Playrix

10

Candy Crush Soda Saga

King

Source: Sensor Tower, Niko Partners 2019 *iOS & Google Play Revenue

Exhibit: Mobile esports games rank among the top mobile games 2018, Thailand
Thailand

Game

Publisher

1

Honor of King/Arena of Valor

Tencent

2

Garena Free Fire

Garena Games Online

3

Yulgang Mobile

LongTu

4

Lords Mobile: Battle of the Empires

IGG

5

Lineage II:Revolution

Netmarble Games Corp.

6

PUBG MOBILE

Tencent

7

Ragnarok M: Eternal Love

GungHo Online Entertainment

8

Rich Man

Netmarble Games Corp.

9

Rules of Survival

LNetEase

10

Dragon Nest

Tencent

Source: Sensor Tower, Niko Partners 2019 *iOS & Google Play Revenue
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Exhibit: Mobile esports games rank among the top mobile games 2018, Brazil
Brazil

Game

Publisher

1

Garena Free Fire

Garena Games Online

2

Clash Royale

Supercell

3

Candy Crush Saga

King

4

Pokémon GO

Niantic

5

Lords Mobile: Battle of the Empires - Strategy RPG

IGG

6

Clash of Clans

Supercell

7

Roblox

Roblox Corporation

8

Candy Crush Soda Saga

King

9

Praia Bingo + VideoBingo Free

Pipa Games

10

PUBG MOBILE

Tencent

Source: Sensor Tower, Niko Partners 2019 *iOS & Google Play Revenue

Who Pays for Pro Esports?
There are four main supports for esports: game publishers payments as a marketing expense,
licensing of teams or franchises, advertisements and sponsorships, and media rights. Esports is
also recognized as a sport, and may well become an Olympic sport. In Asia, it is already
recognized as a national sport in some countries and is part of the 2019 Asian Games.

Sports intersecting with Esports
Because esports is a sport, and because it competes for traditional sports viewers, it is no
surprise that traditional pro sports teams were among the first investors to buy esports
franchises. This includes NBA teams the Miami Heat, the Golden State Warriors (which have
stakes in 2 LCS teams), Wesley Edens, Co-Owner of the Milwaukee Bucks, Tilman J. Fertitta,
owner of the Houston Rockets, and Dan Gilbert, the owner of the Cleveland Cavaliers; MLB
Teams, the New York Mets, the New York Yankees, and the Texas Rangers; NFL team owners,
The Kraft Group, owner of the New England Patriots, and Stan and Josh Kroenke owners of The
LA Rams (as well as the Arsenal Football Club); and Comcast Spectator owner of the NHL Team,
the Philadelphia Flyers; Football/Soccer Clubs Arsenal, Paris Saint-Germain, and FC Schalke 04.
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As more mobile games spawn esports leagues, we expect there to be more opportunities for
team franchising.
There are three main reasons why traditional sports teams were first to invest. 1. Esports for
simulated sports such as FIFA and NBA have become popular around the world and it makes
sense for the clubs themselves to buy into esports leagues where they can field official teams to
represent themselves. 2. Esports franchises present an opportunity to generate additional
revenue for sports teams through brand deals and sponsorships in the esports space. These can
expand into to the real sport space, and vice versa. 3. Most importantly, esports is also a way to
reach a younger audience, one that may not be engaging with traditional sports in the same
way as older generations. This allows sports team owners to diversify their audiences and
invest in live streamed content. As mobile reaches a wider and more gender-balanced
audience, expect the value of esports team franchises (which more than doubled in the first
two years of franchising) to continue to grow.

Media Rights
Esports has also begun to appear regularly on cable television, a market traditionally dominated
by traditional sport. Turner, the owner of Eleague, broadcasts CS:GO matches on US cable
channel TBS. In 2018, the Overwatch League struck a deal to broadcast select esports matches
on cable channels owned by Disney―notably, on ESPN stations and children's television
stations. These developments demonstrate that esports is moving into the traditional sport
marketplace, attracting audiences and developing infrastructure that traditional sports owners
and broadcasters find valuable. Mobile esports has taken this concept one step further,
Tencent has an unscripted series that will follow the path of an Honor of Kings from amateur to
professional. These developments signal the growing cultural relevance of esports. As esports
continues to mainstream, spectator esports media will become more commonplace and attract
more general audiences, we also expect to see more diversity among esports programs.

Game Publisher Marketing Expense
In the wider ecosystem of digital game marketing, esports have become an integral part of the
promotion of digital games, meaning, esports is primarily a marketing channel for games
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publishers. Watching games extends player engagement and drives purchasing.2 Proprietary
esports productions like the LCS and OWL have been able to offset startup and production
overhead through synergy with in their corresponding in-client stores. These microtransaction
economies either supplement the sale of game licenses or fully support game development and
publishing in the case of free-to-play (F2P) games. Virtually all major esports titles have
microtransaction marketplaces in their game clients—mobile games have particularly well
integrated microtransaction models, as these have always been a cornerstone of the mobile
product model. Over time as the lifespans of esports titles grow, microtransaction purchases
become much more valuable than the sale of one time game licenses. Given the competitive
nature of esports titles, microtransactions in esport titles primarily take the form of
unlockables, in-game cosmetics, or experience and currency boosts. Crucially, these are
designed so that they do not affect the balance of game play or give paying players an
advantage over non paying players.
Microtransactions will be a driver of game implementation going forward, and they are
especially important to mobile games. Some forms of microtransactions sit in a delicate
position as countries begin adopting stricter regulation of loot box randomization mechanics.
Belgium banned loot boxes in 2018, with the US and EU exploring similar regulations. This will
not eliminate microtransactions from esports’ profit model but will shape in game-marketing
strategies going forward. For example, season passes—derived from MMO subscription and
DLC (downloadable content) models—mix microtransactions and licensing mechanics,
encouraging players to spend seasonally and play longer to unlock cosmetic items or boosts. A
season pass model has been a core part of the success of Battle Royale games like Fortnite and
PUBG, and many other esports titles and mobile esports titles are moving towards this model.

2

Törhönen, M., Sjöblom, M., & Hamari, J.,Vahlo, J. (forthcoming). “How Watching Others Play Affects How Much
Players Play and Buy Games.”
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Why Sponsorships and Infrastructure Matter
Infrastructure is key to the development of esports, just as stadiums, teams, leagues,
sponsorships and broadcasting have been key to the development of traditional sports. Esports
need to operate with complete rule sets and tools in place to officiate the game and to
normalize productions, and the formalization of esports is helping to establish these global
standards. Infrastructure and industrial stability also makes esports more bankable—venues,
licensed teams, and broadcast arrangements allow esports productions to attract better
sponsorship, to reduce overhead in the long term, and to build larger audiences. Mobile esports
benefits from this development as a growing segment of the esports marketplace. More
specifically, industrial stability favors the growth of mobile esports which are entering a market
that has already excited investors and sponsors. Mobile esports allow sponsors to invest in
esports in more cost-efficient and direct ways. Mobile esports also need less physical
infrastructure (they can benefit from venues, but work equally well as online-only or pop-up
tournaments) and are able to grow through platforms, participation, and mobile penetration. In
the next section we cover the developments that uniquely favor mobile esports.
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Bring on the Ad Platform for Sponsorship Matching
The newest part of paying for esports is to appeal to sponsors to monetize the gamer, not the
tournament. This is possible in mobile esports more than in PC esports, thanks to the business
models of mobile apps. Game.tv launched what is essentially an ad platform into mobile mass
market esports, it offers advertisers the opportunity to sponsor tournaments worth a declared
value, calculated by the value of the known participants in the tournament. This value is
estimated by that person’s history of clicking on a link to download an app or to buy a product
or service that was advertised to them through the platform. This is a smart way to monetize
the gamer, and therefore extend the life of the sponsorship and make that return on sponsor
investment go much farther. Therefore, the tournaments can be run cheaply and frequently,
and the mass market gets to play competitively while the sponsors get to monetize these
gamers over time.

Livestreaming Platforms Support Esports Culture and Mobile Adoption
Esports competitions draw the most viewers for live streaming platforms, and these platforms
pay to obtain the broadcasting rights for esports tournaments. Esports professionals are a
major draw for livestreaming platforms, especially between esports competitions, and
platforms contract with streamers to fill these gap times. Esports teams and organizations have
been able to utilize these platforms to gain new fans, attract advertisers and grow their overall
presence in the esports space.
Livestream platform operators have multiple ways to monetize but are generally reliant on
advertisements, the sales of virtual rewards to users, and other value added services such as
subscriptions. They also share revenue generated by the sale of virtual rewards with live
streamers. The cost of running a game live streaming platform is significantly higher than a
general live streaming platform due to a market diversity and competition over content like
skilled live streamers and the distribution rights to gaming events. The success of these
platforms has also created new ways for game publishers and brands to reach gamers, promote
products, and increase overall sales. Livestreaming serves as a vehicle for direct promotion,
game tie-ins, and celebrity endorsements. Events like the signing of superstar streamer Ninja to
Mixer are already commonplace in China where streaming platforms regularly compete for
exclusives with top streamers.
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Much of live streaming viewership already takes place on mobile devices. Each of the platforms
listed has a mobile app for viewing and many are beginning to implement streaming capabilities
from mobile. Historically, streaming from mobile devices was difficult, but as processing power
and network speed improve, mobile streaming is becoming more commonplace. Mobile game
publishers are beginning to incorporate live streaming features directly into game applications,
- allowing players to watch a stream or live stream themselves without needing to leave the
app itself. As mobile technology improves we expect that mobile livestreaming streaming will
become simpler. Mobile streaming integration will raise the profile of mobile games and
encourage participation in mobile esports.

Venues and infrastructure: Icafes are Resurging with Esports Growth in Asia
Internet cafes (icafes) are a vital component of the PC gaming ecosystem throughout Asia.
While icafes never took off in the same way in the West, icafes and PC Bangs (the Korean term)
were crucial to the establishment of PC gaming culture in South Korea, China, and Southeast
Asia. PC Hardware and software licenses were traditionally more expensive in Asia, meaning
consumers either relied on the grey market or icafes for access to high end computers and
popular PC games. While PC ownership has increased in recent years, reducing dependence on
icafes, we note that there are some regions of China and Asia where icafe usage is still
utilitarian. Icafes continue to remain popular among gamers as a place to be social with friends
and they continue to provide a superior gaming experience.
Icafes were on a decline in the early 2010s, as home PC usage increased, but rebounded
between 2014 and 2018 as esports grew in popularity. Esports is a key driver behind the
resurgence in icafes in China with icafe owners running esports tournaments to boost
engagement. Icafes have invested in refurbishments, new high end hardware, and in house-run
tournaments to help drive additional foot traffic as the esports market continues to grow.
Surprisingly, mobile esports has also benefited from the resurgence in icafé usage with many
icafes beginning to add spaces dedicated to mobile gaming for friends who want to play a
mobile game together in a social environment. As esports transition towards more participatory
tournaments, icafes enable local, small scale competitions. Icafes also have the infrastructure to
support pop-up mobile tournaments, and will be crucial to the development of local,
participatory mobile esports leagues.
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Mobile Esports: The Next Wave for Global Esports
Over the last 5 years there has been little movement at the top of the global esports industry,
where PC games titles like League of Legends, DOTA 2, Counter Strike: Global Offensive, and
some Blizzard Entertainment titles—Hearthstone and Overwatch—have been the leading
competitive games. By attracting dedicated fans these games have cemented their relevance to
esports audiences and managed to achieve life-spans historically unprecedented in the world of
gaming.
Mobile gaming is poised to disrupt this dominance, as mobile titles are already building larger
player-bases and drawing more revenue than their PC and console counterparts. As mobile
penetration grows in Asia and globally, mobile esports will attract larger international
audiences than PC esports. In this section we cover the developments which will propel mobile
esports to the forefront.

Mobile Games Transition from Casual to Mid-Core in Response to Esports
Following a global explosion in esports on live streaming platforms, mobile games began to
transition from simple titles that only required a single click or swipe, to fully fledged mid-core
and hardcore titles with more complex control schemes. In doing so, mobile games sought to
replicate the style and success of PC esports. For example, Vainglory, launched in 2014,
modeled itself on PC MOBA games like League of Legends and DOTA 2. By May 2015 Vainglory
was recognized as an esport by the Electronic Sports League (ESL). The first season of the
Vainglory Premier League saw 12 teams compete for $80,000. Today, Vainglory remains an
active mobile title, this due in part to continued investment in Vainglory esports tournaments.
It was a title in the World Cyber Games 2019 as well.

Mobile Technology and 5G will Make Esports More Accessible and Widespread
Mobile technology development is outpacing improvements to PC and console hardware. While
mobile will not surpass the processing power of PCs, improvements in mobile technology will
diminish differences between the PC gaming experience and the mobile gaming experience.
This is already apparent as game developers port versions of PC games to mobile hardware, like
PUBG Mobile, Peacekeeper Elite, Fortnite Mobile, and Hearthstone. As the gap between PC and
mobile technology shrinks more developers are already creating versions of games for both
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devices. Similarly, 5G access will close the gap between a wired broadband connection and a
mobile connection. 5G technology will allow mobile gamers to compete without being placed at
a disadvantage or experiencing lag.
5G will be a key driver for mobile esports over the next five years. Mobile is already ubiquitous,
but 2G, 3G, and even 4G connections often presented bandwidth limitations that diminished
the gaming experience on mobile. Network speed and low latency is key for competitive games,
and 5G will reduce latency for players and result in a better user experience overall. 5G also
provides new tools for game development through edge and cloud computing. For example,
part of the computational workload for a game may be processed in the cloud and then
streamed to the user’s smartphone, reducing the demand on mobile devices. This will mean
that high quality games can run on low-end devices, providing a smoother experience and
reducing the need for the user to invest in an expensive smartphone for the best experience.
5G will also improve streaming speeds allowing for viewers to watch esports tournaments in HD
or 4K on their devices.
Although cloud gaming is an emerging technology, implementation is imminent. For example,
Tencent Instant Play is a cloud gaming service that will allow games to be streamed from a
remote server in the cloud to a user, removing the need for high spec hardware and allowing
any game to run on any device. Tencent Instant Play promises that games will run in 1080p at
60fps across PC and Mobile devices with a response time of less than 40ms. Tencent is currently
testing this technology with a closed test for users in Shanghai and Guangdong. Cloud gaming is
an emerging trend in 2019 and will allow the gaming market to grow, reach new gamers, and
offer new ways to engage with games. It is particularly valuable for mobile devices, which will
be able to play higher-spec titles.
Mobile hardware is also catching up to PC. Dedicated gaming and esports hardware have been
fairly common in the PC esports space with companies such as Asus, Razer, Logitech and others
providing hardware and peripherals to improve the overall experience for PC esports players.
Over the last few years we have seen an increase in investment for gaming smartphone
hardware and peripherals to improve the experience for mobile esports gamers. Companies
such as Razer, Asus, Huawei, Xiaomi and others have created dedicated gaming smartphones
which have enhanced hardware and software features that help games run better and provide
a competitive edge for mobile esports players.
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Mobile Esports are Poised to Capitalize on Microtransaction Maturity
Mobile applications are driven by microtransactions, and mobile games are the strongest
drivers of these purchases. 70-80% of app store revenue comes directly from games, and the
majority of this revenue is in-app purchases. The microtransaction model is much more
accepted on mobile where free-to-play is the primary business model. Free-to-play is viewed
favorably by both players and publishers as it provides a way for any smartphone owner to start
playing or try out a game without needing to purchase the game or pay a monthly fee. Mobile
games are also more insulated from loot box regulation as they have more robust
microtransaction ecosystems. Mobile esports titles depend on microtransactions as a way to
generate revenue and support the long term development of the game. As mobile games
transition from casual to competitive, the robust microtransaction economies of mobile games
will allow them to monetize more of the player experience.
Mobile games have always relied on microtransactions to support their development, and freeto-play games with in-app purchases are deeply integrated into mobile app stores. On PC and
console, microtransactions are a recent development. Most major releases are still sold as one
time licenses, with additional DLC and expansion packs sold secondarily. While free-to-play
games like DOTA 2, LoL, and Fortnite demonstrate that PC and Console can implement
microtransactions successfully, these are not as streamlined as mobile. Mobile app integration
makes payments much simpler than on PC.
Mobile games have also started to experiment with additional ways to extend revenue by
implementing season passes, which were first popularized in PC and console games. These
allow highly engaged players to pay a set fee each season and receive certain items or boosts
when they progress through the game. We note that top mobile esports games such as Auto
Chess, Honor of Kings, Garena Free Fire and Fortnite Mobile have implemented these so far.
Finally, the primary sponsors for esports are game publishers themselves, as esports drive ingame purchases and encourage player loyalty. As mobile games become esports titles, we
expect mobile publishers will use the revenue these games generate to reinvest in mobile
esports. Mobile is already a lucrative gaming market, and elevating mobile games to the level of
esports will increase player engagement and investment.
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Mobile for Mass Appeal
PC esports have traditionally focused on hardcore gamers. This is why game livestreaming
platforms were integral to the first wave of global esports growth, they allowed a globally
dispersed audience of niche fans to concentrate their fandom on a single platform. In
comparison, mobile esports has found success across both hardcore (ex. Honor of Kings/Arena
of Valor) and casual gamers (ex. Battle of Balls and Pokémon GO). This creates a wider potential
audience for mobile esports platforms and content. Moreover, for gamers who do not have a
PC or console, mobile esports are even more important. As mobile adoption grows in markets
that have not traditionally invested in console or PC gaming, like Southeast Asia, Eastern
Europe, and South America, mobile esports will draw many more fans and participants.
Demographics are another consideration. Mobile esports are inclusive and can be played at any
level, appealing to both casual and serious gamers. Mobile gamers are more gender balanced
than PC and console gamers, who are disproportionately male. Women make up a much larger
portion of the mobile user base, and are the dominant consumers of mobile games. Mobile
esports fans also skew younger and they are passionate, and competitive. Mobile esports fans
still skew male, but this is beginning to change as more female players join or form teams. The
market for mobile games overall though is much more balanced, as mobile games appeal to all
generations. As mobile esports become mainstream, we expect audience demographics will
begin to balance out. A balanced esports audience will allow mobile esports to attract sponsors
that would not be inclined to support PC or Console esports.

Open Esports Tournaments are a New Horizon For Engagement & Economy
The primary driver of esports development over the last 2 decades has been spectatorship.
Esports tournaments have achieved global success by attracting a spectator audience and using
this audience to attract marketers or to drive in-game spending. For this reason, spectator
focused platforms have been key to esports growth: cable in South Korea, Twitch in the US and
EU, and a number of streaming platforms serving Asia. However, participation in esports is also
on the rise, and it represents a new opportunity for industrial growth. Where esports success
has traditionally been measured in viewership numbers or hours watched, esports tournaments
are beginning to market to participants as well. A shift toward participation will allow
tournament organizers to monetize play, and this is already taking place across a growing
number of third-party platforms which host online-only esports competitions.
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Open tournaments will allow sponsors to connect directly with esports players, they will
develop new revenue streams that monetize tournaments and players themselves, and they
will increase the size of the global esports market significantly.
One barometer of this shift to higher degrees of participation is the development of college,
high school, and local esports teams. Colleges throughout the world have been building esports
programs. There are 139 collegiate esports programs in the US as of 2019 (ESPN), with similar
trends taking place in Asia and Europe. These programs allow universities to diversify sports
programs, to earn notoriety, and to attract students interested in science, engineering,
technology, and math.

Asia Will Lead Mobile Esports Growth, Europe and the
Americas Will Follow Suit
Where esports has been growing rapidly on a global scale, this growth is strongest in Asia, led
by China. Asia is a leader in esports adoption and in industrial maturity. We expect this to
remain true going forward as China emerges as a global esports powerhouse and other
countries in the region continue to develop their own esports audiences and industries. We find
that Asia possesses the necessary cultural and infrastructural incubators to support a secondwave esports boom centered around a transition to mobile esports, and that Asia will lead the
world into this second wave of esports development.
China is already the biggest market for esports games on mobile and PC globally, and has
developed the most robust infrastructure for tournaments. Mobile penetration will catapult
mobile esports to the forefront of the industry in the next 5 years as the mass adoption of
mobile esports— already taking place in Asia―reaches the rest of the globe.
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Exhibit: China Mobile game market,2018-2023

Source: Sensor Tower, Niko Partners 2019
*Domestic market exclude export revenue

Belt and Road Initiative Countries will see Massive Mobile Esports Growth
China’s Belt and Road initiative includes 65 countries plus China, and is intended to expand
manufacturing and services from China into these countries. Among these exports, Chinese
esports are expanding into the region, meaning that the growth taking place in Chinese esports
is a good metric for the region, and for the globe. IMF data shows that the population of the 65
countries was 3.3 billion in 2018, 134.3% bigger than China’s population of 1.4 billion. This
brings the total population of B&R Countries to 4.7 billion, which is 62.2% of the world, and
certainly a massive market for esports and mobile games.
Sensor Tower tracks mobile game apps in 32 of those 65 countries. According to Sensor Tower,
the total mobile game revenue of these 32 B&R countries was $2.79 billion in 2018, which is
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equal to merely 17.85% of China’s mobile game market size. However, those 32 B&R countries
rose 20.7% in the 1st half year of 2019, whereas China rose only 18.3% in the same period.
Looking at the growth trend in those countries, we feel that the B&R countries’ mobile game
market has huge potential.
The top 10 B&R countries are Russia, Thailand, Singapore, Malaysia, Saudi Arabia, Turkey,
Indonesia, Philippines, India and Vietnam. We know, from our data and that of Sensor Tower,
that mobile esports drive those markets. Mobile esports game revenue in 2018 in these 10
countries represented 32.6% of total mobile games revenue, just a little lower than 35.8% in
China. But the growth rate of esports games in the top 10 Belt and Road countries was 44.5% in
the 1st half of 2019, 8% higher than China in the same period. All 10 countries had higher
growth from esports games in the 1st half of 2019, compared to the growth ratio of total mobile
game. Mobile esports games are the biggest driver of the mobile game market in these Belt and
Road countries. To this end we expect that these countries will follow the development of
mobile esports already taking place in China and Southeast Asia.
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Exhibit: Mobile esports games market in B&R region
Esports as
% of Total

Mobile
Esports
Revenue
2019 H1

Mobile
Esports
Revenue
2018 H1

Esports
game
2019H1/
2018H1

Total
Mobile
game
2019H1/20
18H1

Million

%

Million

Million

%

%

15,627

5,600

35.8%

3,325

2,436

36.5%

18.3%

B&R 10

2,231

727

32.6%

497

344

44.5%

20.7%

Russia

466

154

33.1%

112

78

43.8%

12.0%

Thailand

304

95

31.0%

65

42

53.6%

27.5%

Singapore

278

74

26.7%

48

36

31.9%

5.6%

Malaysia

237

77

32.5%

49

35

39.3%

16.6%

Saudi
Arabia

228

89

39.0%

69

42

64.3%

34.9%

Turkey

210

67

31.7%

47

37

27.4%

7.5%

Indonesia

166

60

36.2%

43

29

45.4%

29.4%

Philippines 152

53

34.5%

24

18

37.1%

7.6%

India

95

26

27.3%

17

11

54.0%

36.5%

Vietnam

95

33

34.5%

23

15

51.0%

3.7%

Mobile
Game
Revenue
2018

Mobile
Esports
Revenue
2018

Million
China

Country

Source: Sensor Tower, Niko Partners 2019

Esports Culture and Climate are Unique and More Developed in China and
Southeast Asia
Our 2018 China Gamer Segmentation Analysis demonstrated that Chinese gamers are
motivated by competition, completion, community and challenge (the 4 Cs). A game that is
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easy to learn, offers competitive game play, is session based, and allows for plenty of social
posting will stand a good chance in the Chinese market. This makes esports titles a natural fit
for Chinese gamers, who have been quick to adopt esports culture on PC as well as competitive
mobile games. Chinese professional gaming teams have earned cult-like status among these
gamer-fans and this provides a unique opportunity to game operators, advertisers, brands,
players, and fans to benefit from this booming industry. The reason that Asia is leading the
world in esports is because Asian gamers, on balance, are motivated by the core qualities of
esports: the 4 Cs.

Exhibit: 62% of Chinese gamers are strongly drawn to esports

Source: Sensor Tower, Niko Partners 2019
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Exhibit: 60% of GSEA gamers are strongly drawn to esports

Source: Sensor Tower, Niko Partners 2019

Tencent: A Driving Force in Esports
The global leader in PC esports, League of Legends, is experiencing its strongest growth in
China. League of Legends LPL in China is pioneering standards for esports which will also benefit
mobile esports. League of Legends’ publisher Riot Games is majority owned by Tencent, and is
operated by Tencent in China. Tencent also manages the Chinese League of Legends esports
tournament, The LPL, which achieved a total viewership of 15 billion in 2018, up 50% YoY. This
was due in part to the success of Invictus Gaming, a Chinese esports team who won the League
of Legends World Championships (the first time in 5 years a non-Korean team has won the
World Championship). During the World Finals Match, Chinese viewers accounted for 99% of
the record setting 203 Million simultaneous viewers (ESM.one).
In 2018 the LPL also led the world in a transition to regional esports competition. 6 LPL Teams
have built regional venues where weekly competition in LPL matches take place. This is the
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forefront of a transition towards city-based esports franchises which will result in deeper
fandom and opportunities for revenue generation from ticket sales and merchandising.
Notably, other esports tournaments seeks to follow suit. Blizzard’s Overwatch League is
beginning to implement a similar model, rolling it out more slowly. This model will be especially
beneficial to a mobile esports ecosystem built around smaller regional competition, as these
new studios and esports cities may support more competition in the future.

Tencent’s Honor of Kings / Arena of Valor is at the Forefront of Mobile Esports
Honor of Kings is the highest grossing mobile game of 2018, and the highest grossing mobile
game in the world (known as Arena of Valor or AoV outside of China). First released in October
2015, the 5v5 MOBA has grown notably thanks to stream of content updates, new characters
and esports. The game is operated by Tencent and developed by Tencent’s flagship studio,
TiMi. Tencent started its first esports league for Honor of Kings in 2016, called the King Pro
League, which was for professional players. This helped push the title to more than 200 million
registered users and 70 million daily active users in China alone. Since then, Tencent has
introduced more leagues for amateur and college players, as well as expanded the game
overseas to create global esports tournaments. We note that Garena operates the game in
Southeast Asia while Tencent remains the operator in North America, Europe and the rest of
the world.
Honor of Kings/AoV and Clash Royale were 2 of the 6 esports games played at the 2018 Asian
games. The presence of mobile games at such a high profile traditional sports tournament
demonstrates the increasing significance, not only of esports broadly, but of mobile esports
specifically.
In 2018, Tencent announced that it would franchise its King Pro League, turning the
competition into a location based league with 12 teams, and following in the steps of League of
Legends LPL. Tencent also held a World Cup tournament for the game in July 2018 which
included a $500,000 prize pool and top competitions such as SK Gaming and Team Liquid. In
2019. A South Korean Pro League was also created in 2018 which included overseas teams from
around the world. Tencent has allocated significant resources to its World Champion Cup which
will take place this year, with a total prize pool of over $4.5 million.
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Exhibit: Major Pro Mobile Esports Tournaments in Asia
Name

Country

Games

Starting
Date

Ending
Date

Prize pool

Scope

PUBG Mobile Club Open
2019 Spring Split

Global

PUBG Mobile

3/22/2019

6/14/2019

$1.250.000

Global

PUBG Mobile Club Open
2019 Fall Split

Global

PUBG Mobile

July 2019

December
2019

$1.250.000

Global

Honor of Kings Champion
Cup Summer 2018

China

Arena of Valor

8/1/2018

8/11/2018

$1.000.000

Global

Arena of Valor
International
Championship (AIC) 2018

Thailand

Arena of Valor

11/23/2018

12/6/2018

$600.000

Global

Honor of Kings Champion
Cup Winter 2018

China

Arena of Valor

1/4/2019

1/13/2019

$510.000

Global

Arena of Valor World Cup
2019

Vietnam

Arena of Valor

6/27/2019

7/14/2019

$500.000

Global

Arena of Valor World Cup
2018

USA

Arena of Valor

7/17/2018

7/28/2018

$482.500

Global

ROV Pro League Season 3

Thailand

Arena of Valor

1/28/2019

4/7/2019

$313.375

Local

Mobile Legends World
Championship (M1) 2019

Malaysia

Mobile
Legends

11/11/2019

11/14/201
9

$250,000

Global

Indonesia Games
Championship 2019

Indonesia

Mobile
Legends, Free
Fire

3/1/2019

March
2019

$200.000

Local

RoV Pro League Season 2

Thailand

Arena of Valor

4/7/2018

10/20/201
8

$188.604

Local

Korea King Pro League Fall
2018

South
Korea

Arena of Valor

10/22/2018

12/15/201
8

$178.890

Local

Clash Royale League 2019
West Spring Season

USA

Clash Royale

5/29/2019

7/7/2019

$150.000

Global
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V4 Future Sports Festival

Hungary

Clash Royale

3/24/2018

3/24/2018

$123.574

Regional

Axiata Game Hero

Malaysia

Free Fire

5/31/2019

November
2019

$120.862

Regional

Mobile Legends Southeast
Asia Cup 2019

Philippines

Mobile
Legends

6/19/2019

6/23/2019

$120.321

Regional

Mobile Legends : Bang
Bang Professional League
Indonesia Season 3

Indonesia

Mobile
Legends

1/9/2019

5/5/2019

$120.000

Local

2018 Garena Challenger
Series Spring

Taiwan

Arena of Valor

1/20/2018

5/26/2018

$115.000

Global

2018 Garena Challenger
Series Summer

Taiwan

Arena of Valor

8/18/2018

10/21/201
8

$115.000

Global

RoS Indonesia
Championship

Indonesia

Rules of
Survival

7/7/2018

7/8/2018

$110.000

Local

Source: Niko Partners 2019

Small scale local tournaments are on the rise across the globe, especially in Asia. Across Asia
there are a rapidly growing number of small-scale tournaments, featuring an even mix of PC
and mobile esports. These tournaments demonstrate a shifting balance in favor of more mobile
focused competitive play. Many of these tournaments are in China, but many more take place
in Thailand, Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore, Vietnam, and Taiwan. The rising
number of local and regional tournaments in Asian countries outside of China is a sign that
esports are growing beyond the umbrella of professional tournaments and leagues, like
Tencent’s LPL or VSPN. Many of these tournaments are organized locally or regionally by small
scale esports operators. Across Southeast Asia, icafes and local organizers are enabling wider
participation in esports competitions

Government Support for Esports Growth
China was one of the first countries in the world to recognize esports as an official sport and
other Asian countries such as Thailand and Malaysia, have followed suit. This support extends
to mobile esports, which benefit from the same policies as PC esports. Additionally, China is
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one of the first nations to officially recognize the growth of mobile esports. China’s Ministry of
Culture has created a Mobile Esports Association, to support mobile esports specifically. and
hosting the first China Mobile Esports Games Conference in March 2016. Grassroots
development has helped grow esports in Asia thanks to companies such as Garena and Tencent
who have focused on developing amateur leagues and tournaments through the launch of
different partnerships and programs at all levels.
As we watch ascension of mobile and PC esports into the Asian Games and possibly the
Olympics, we must recognize that such fast growth of the esports industry and adoption into
international traditional sport competitions would not be possible without government
support. The gamers determine which titles will be played in esports, but more often than not
the government makes it possible and government support is key to growth, particularly in
Asia.
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Concluding Points
● 5G and Mobile Penetration along with better mobile technology will make mobile esports a
global phenomenon, especially in places where PC and Console are not penetrating. Mobile
esports will have a more global reach than traditional esports.
● Mobile is already a larger market than PC and console, and mobile monetizes free-to-play
games more naturally than PC or console. Mobile game revenue is a stronger foundation for
esports, and as publishes follow Tencent’s lead more mobile publishers will begin to
sponsor mobile esports tournaments.
● Mobile esports will mainstream esports. Mobile reaches a larger and more diverse audience
than PC and Console games, this will allow mobile esports to attract more kinds of gamers,
and more non endemic sponsors. With mobile, we expect to see more women represented
in esports and a wider age range of esports fans.
● Esports have succeeded as spectator content, but mobile technology and emerging
platforms will support a participatory turn in esports, allowing more users to participate in
esports competitions. Esports have been slow to monetize participation in tournaments,
but this will change as a new wave of platforms develop participatory tournament models.
● Trends in Asia suggest that mobile esports are catching up to console and PC esports. Over
the last 2 years mobile has closed ground on the PC esports market, in terms of prizes,
revenue, and audience. Mobile esports will overtake PC esports within the next 5 years.
● Mobile esports will benefit from industrial stability in the wider esports market, as sponsors,
infrastructure, distribution, teams, and venues are already in place. However mobile will
also be able to produce scalable competitions with less overhead.
● Participation is a new horizon for esports and a number of models are developing to
capitalize on players who want to take part in competitions and prizes. If successful, esports
participation will add as of now untapped marketing and sponsorship opportunities.
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● One of the most promising is the business model of monetizing the participating gamer over
time, rather than just monetizing the tournament. Keep costs low, participation high, and
sponsors building their ROI. This is a sustainable model that will drive mobile esports into
the mass market.
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